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A measuring device gives the user information

about either the level of a physical signal or a

count rate of events or time. This information

might be given as an actual value for the signal

or count rate (quantitative) or as a relative level

(qualitative).

Situations

In each situation decide exactly what it is that

your device needs to measure. Then select the

physical signal that can be used to represent

this measurement.

Sensing input signals

To produce a measurement of a signal level

use an analogue sensor. To provide a

quantitative output find a sensor with a linear

response where the electronic signal is

proportional to the physical signal.

For counting events, a digital or cheap

analogue sensor will be sufficient.

An effective way to measure time is to produce

(and count) regular electronic pulses.

Producing output signals

The measurement display might be qualitative

(perhaps a set of lights or LEDs) or quantitative

(for example a meter or a 7-segment display).

The display will, in all cases, need to provide

information to the user about the values that it

represents. To get these values, you may need

to calibrate the display.

Electronic processing

Your instrument will need some of the following

features:

◆ Amplification of the signal size

An op-amp configured

as an amplifier will give

a linear analogue

output. For event

counting/ a very small

sensor signal change can be amplified

with a comparator.

◆ Analogue to digital conversion to provide

a digital signal from an analogue signal.

Use a dedicated IC giving the accuracy of

conversion that you need.

◆ Counter to count events

A wide range of counter ICs is available,

for example the ‘40291 is an IC that

counts in tens.

◆ Display driver for 7-segment or bar graph

display;

To drive 10 LEDS as a bar display use a

‘3914' IC. Each 7-segment display needs

a driver to convert a set of four digital

signals into signals for the displayed

number. There are also ICs that combine

counting and driving.

◆ Current amplification to drive an output

device

Use a transistor matched to the power

requirements of the output device.
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